Civics Learning Goals for the 1st Quarter
Unit: Citizen You!

Unit: Engaged Citizens
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Unit: Running for Office

Unit: Forms and Systems of Government
Compare different forms of government (direct democracy, representative democracy, socialism,
communism, monarchy, oligarchy, and autocracy).
Students will identify different forms of government based on its political philosophy or
organizational structure.
Students will analyze scenarios describing various forms of government.
Students will apply understanding of the definitions of the various forms of government.

Compare parliamentary, federal, confederal, and unitary systems of government.
-Students will define parliamentary, federal, confederal, and unitary systems of government.
-Students will compare the organizational structures of systems of government.
-Students will recognize examples of these systems of government.
-Students will analyze scenarios describing various systems of government.
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Citizenship
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.2.1 – Define the term “citizen”, and identify legal means of becoming a citizen.

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content.

Mystery Box
List at least 3 “Yes or No” questions about the object in the Mystery Box.
1.

2.

3.

How does the object in the Mystery Box represent American citizenship?

What do you already know about American citizenship?

What are some questions you have about American citizenship?
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Understanding Citizenship
14th
Amendment,
Section 1

All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are
citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge [take away] the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United
States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

From Kids
Law

The 14th Amendment defines what it means to be a U.S. citizen, and protects certain rights of
citizens. The Citizenship Clause of the 14th amendment allows all people born in the United States
to become U.S. citizens at birth. Before the 14th amendment was ratified in 1968, African
Americans could not become citizens. This limited the rights of those who were able to escape
slavery and become free. The 14th amendment also allows legal immigrants to become citizens
through a process called “naturalization”. Once you have American citizenship, it cannot be
taken from you by Congress or other authorities, unless you lie to the government during the
process to get U.S. citizenship, or choose to give it up.

Definition of
Citizenship

Citizenship: Just the Facts
Three Ways of Becoming a Citizen of the United States

Naturalization Process
In your own words, explain the naturalization process.

Impact of the Naturalization Process Discussion Notes
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Citizenship Scenarios
1. Jose and Isabella emigrated from Mexico to Arizona when they were in their 20s. They both
gained their permanent residency status and got green cards, but never applied to become
naturalized citizens. Eight years later their daughter Maria was born at a hospital in Arizona.
Is Maria an American citizen? Why or why not?
2. Cathy was born and raised in Michigan. When she was 21 she travelled to Germany as a
foreign exchange student. While in Germany, Cathy fell in love with a man named Peter.
They got married and moved to Florida. Two years later they travelled back to Germany for a
vacation, and while in Germany their son Kevin was born. Is Kevin an American citizen?
Why or why not?
3. Hisako emigrated with her family from Japan to California when she was 8. Her parents both
gained permanent residency status after 5 years of living and working in California, but never
became naturalized citizens. When Hisako turned 16, she decided she wanted to apply to
become a naturalized citizen so she could vote when she got older. Hisako went to an
immigration office to inquire about an application, and the process involved in becoming a
U.S. citizen. When Hisako arrived, they told her she did not qualify to become a naturalized
citizen. Why doesn’t she qualify?
4. Selina’s parents are both immigrants from Italy. They moved to New York to start a business
when she was 5 years old. After fulfilling the requirements of the naturalization process, her
father became a naturalized citizen when Selina was 17. Is Selina a U.S. citizen? Why or
why not?
5. In order to become a naturalized citizen there are some requirements that must be met. The
U.S. Government is considering the following four applicants help them decide who is
eligible. Select the letter of the right answer.

NAME
A)
B)
C)
D)

Carlos
Rocco
Isabella
Fontina

Years lived in
the United
States legally
8
4
6
5

Good moral
character

Current Age

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

22
32
17
43
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Can speak and
read basic
English
Yes
No
Yes
No

2.1 Review Questions
Which is a requirement for a person to become a naturalized U.S. citizen?
A. Passing a U.S. history and government exam
B. Working in the U.S. for at least five years
C. Being born to American parents
D. Serving in the U.S. military
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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Obligations and Responsibilities of Citizens
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.2.2 – Evaluate the obligations citizens have to obey laws, pay taxes, defend the nation,
and serve on juries.
SS.7.C.2.3 – Experience the responsibilities of citizens at the local, state, and federal level.
SS.7.C.2.14 – Conduct a service project to further the public good.

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content.

Obligations and Responsibilities of Citizens Discussion Questions and Definitions
1. At home or at school what are some of the tasks you are required to do that benefit your whole family
or school group?

2. At home or school what are some of the tasks you should do that benefit your whole family or school
group?

3. Do you think there are tasks that you are required to do or should do to benefit the city you live in or to
benefit the entire country?
Define common good:

Define obligation

Define responsibility:
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Obligation or Responsibility?
Action

Write a one-sentence summary that explains how the action
described is an obligation or responsibility, and list any additional
evidence from the placard that led you to your decision.

How does this action benefit society and
the common good?

Obeying
Laws
Obligation
Responsibility

Paying
Taxes
Obligation
Responsibility

Serving on
a Jury
Obligation
Responsibility

Defending
the Nation
Obligation
Responsibility

Voting in
Elections
Obligation
Responsibility
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What are the consequences to
society if people do not do this?

Community
Service
Obligation
Responsibility

Running for
Office
Obligation
Responsibility

Attending
Civic
Meetings
Obligation
Responsibility

Petitioning
Government
Obligation
Responsibility
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Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
The King Center | http://www.thekingcenter.org/about-dr-king

During the less than 13 years of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s leadership of the modern
American Civil Rights Movement, from December, 1955 until April 4, 1968, African Americans
achieved more genuine progress toward racial equality in America than the previous 350 years had
produced. Dr. King is widely regarded as America’s pre-eminent advocate of nonviolence and one of
the greatest nonviolent leaders in world history.
Drawing inspiration from both his Christian faith and the peaceful teachings of Mahatma
Gandhi, Dr. King led a nonviolent movement in the late 1950’s and ‘60s to achieve legal equality for
African-Americans in the United States. While others were advocating for freedom by “any means
necessary,” including violence, Martin Luther King, Jr. used the power of words and acts of
nonviolent resistance, such as protests, grassroots organizing, and civil disobedience to achieve what
seemed to be impossible goals. He went on to lead similar campaigns against poverty and
international conflict, always maintaining fidelity to his principles that men and women everywhere,
regardless of color or creed, are equal members of the human family.
Dr. King’s “I Have a Dream” speech, Nobel Peace Prize lecture and “Letter from a
Birmingham Jail” are among the most revered orations and writings in the English language. His
accomplishments are now taught to American children of all races, and his teachings are studied by
scholars and students worldwide. He is the only non-president to have a national holiday dedicated in
his honor, and is the only non-president memorialized on the Great Mall in the nation’s capitol. He is
memorialized in hundreds of statues, parks, streets, squares, churches and other public facilities
around the world as a leader whose teachings are increasingly relevant to the progress of humankind.










Some of Dr. King’s most important achievements include:
In 1955, he was recruited to serve as spokesman for the Montgomery Bus Boycott, which was a
campaign by the African-American population of Montgomery, Alabama to force integration of
the city’s bus lines. After 381 days of nearly universal participation by citizens of the black
community, many of who had to walk miles to work each day as a result, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that racial segregation in transportation was unconstitutional.
In 1957, Dr. King was elected president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC), an organization designed to provide new leadership for the now burgeoning civil rights
movement. He would serve as head of the SCLC until his assassination in 1968, a period during
which he would emerge as the most important social leader of the modern American civil rights
movement.
In 1963, he led a coalition of numerous civil rights groups in a nonviolent campaign aimed at
Birmingham, Alabama, which at the time was described as the “most segregated city in
America.” The subsequent brutality of the city’s police, illustrated most vividly by television
images of young blacks being assaulted by dogs and water hoses, led to a national outrage
resulting in a push for unprecedented civil rights legislation. It was during this campaign that Dr.
King drafted the “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,” the manifesto of Dr. King’s philosophy and
tactics, which is today required-reading in universities worldwide.
Later in 1963, Dr. King was one of the driving forces behind the March for Jobs and Freedom,
more commonly known as the “March on Washington,” which drew over a quarter-million people
to the national mall. It was at this march that Dr. King delivered his famous “I Have a Dream”
speech, which cemented his status as a social change leader and helped inspire the nation to act on
civil rights. Dr. King was later named Time magazine’s “Man of the Year.”
In 1964, at 35 years old, Martin Luther King, Jr. became the youngest person to win the Nobel
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Peace Prize. His acceptance speech in Oslo is thought by many to be among the most powerful
remarks ever delivered at the event, climaxing at one point with the oft-quoted phrase “I believe
that unarmed truth and unconditional love will have the final word in reality. This is why right
temporarily defeated is stronger than evil triumphant.”
Also in 1964, partly due to the March on Washington, Congress passed the landmark Civil Rights
Act, essentially eliminating legalized racial segregation in the United States. The legislation made
it illegal to discriminate against blacks or other minorities in hiring, public accommodations,
education or transportation, areas which at the time were still very segregated in many places.
The next year, 1965, Congress went on to pass the Voting Rights Act, which was an equally
important set of laws that eliminated the remaining barriers to voting for African-Americans, who
in some locales had been almost completely disenfranchised. This legislation resulted directly
from the Selma to Montgomery, AL March for Voting Rights lead by Dr. King.
Between 1965 and 1968, Dr. King shifted his focus toward economic justice – which he
highlighted by leading several campaigns in Chicago, Illinois – and international peace – which
he championed by speaking out strongly against the Vietnam War. His work in these years
culminated in the “Poor Peoples Campaign,” which was a broad effort to assemble a multiracial
coalition of impoverished Americans who would advocate for economic change.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s less than thirteen years of nonviolent leadership ended abruptly and
tragically on April 4th, 1968, when he was assassinated at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis,
Tennessee. Dr. King’s body was returned to his hometown of Atlanta, Georgia, where his funeral
ceremony was attended by high-level leaders of all races and political parties.
What Does Being A Responsible Citizen Look Like?

How does this person represent a responsible citizen?

How did their actions support the common good of the country?

Essential Questions: On a separate sheet of paper, respond to the following prompts in complete sentences.
1. Based on what you have learned about obligations of citizens in this lesson, choose the obligation you feel is most
important, and explain why. In your reasoning, explain what the benefit to the common good is when citizens fulfill
this obligation, and the consequences that occur if citizens do not fulfill this obligation.
2. Based on what you have learned about responsibilities of citizens in this lesson, choose the responsibility you feel is
most important, and explain why. In your reasoning, explain what the benefit to the common good is when citizens
fulfill this responsibility, and the consequences that occur if citizens do not fulfill this responsibility.
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2.2 Review Questions
What right do citizens have?
A. Attending public schools
B. Owning property
C. Holding a job
D. Voting
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the
question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the
question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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The Rule of Law
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.1.9 – Define the rule of law and recognize its influence on the development of the
American legal, political, and governmental systems.

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content.

1. What is the definition of law?
2. How do laws differ from rules?
3. Who makes laws?
4. Who makes rules?
5. Where do laws and rules apply?
6. What are some laws you have encountered today?
7. Why do we have laws?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
“When the President does it, it is not illegal.” – Richard Nixon – 37th President of the United States
1. Based on President Nixon’s quote, how would you summarize his point of view regarding law?

2. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Explain your reasoning.
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Video Viewing Guide & Guided Discussion
Video

List evidence from the video that will help you answer each question. Then, respond to each question with a complete sentence.

Questions

Evidence

Complete Sentence

According to the
video, what does
“rule of law”
mean?

How does the
rule of law
protect
citizens?

How does the
rule of law
impact
lawmakers and
courts?

Guided Discussion Notes
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SKIT #4: EQUAL APPLICATION

OF THE LAW

SKIT #1: ORDER AND SECURITY

Causes

Causes

Effects

Effects

l. The victims knew the law enforcement was
not effective.

A. People commit crimes knowing they will get
away with it.

l. The judge saw the mayor as being too
important to punish.

2. The police did not have procedures for
dealing with crime.

B. They could not stop crime or keep order in
society.

2. The poor person was not able to
influence the judge.

3. Criminals do not face any consequences.

C. They did not encourage people to use the
courts.

4. The police thought the local council was
better than the court.

3. The mayor knew he could control the
judge.

A. He did not think he needed to obey the law.
B. In court, he was not treated the same as a rich or
influential person would have been.
C. He let the mayor be above the law.

D. They did not feel safe on the streets and they
worried about being out after dark.
SKIT #5: PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS

SKIT #2: LEGITIMACY
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Causes

Causes

l. There were no rules for bringing
prisoners to court quickly.

Effects

l. The laws in this country were borrowed
from another country.

A. The rest of the people the lawmakers represent
have no input in the lawmaking process.

2. Lawmakers only pass laws to help their
friends.

B. The laws do not meet the needs of the people in
this country, and people do not see them as
worthy of following.

3. People are expected to follow the law
even though it was sometimes impossible.

Effects

2. The government did not have to follow
set procedures.
3. No law required that prisoners be told
why they are being held.

A. One prisoner didn't know why he was in jail.
B. The prisoners had no idea how long they would
be in jail.
C. Every case proceeded differently, and the legal
system was not fair.

C. Citizens do not respect the law because they
don't see it as fair and reasonable.
SKIT #6: ACCESS TO JUSTICE

SKIT #3: CHECKS AND BALANCES
Causes

Causes
l. The judicial branch is disorganized and
doesn't have enough judges.
2. Lawmakers are only interested in what they
can get from the wealthy.
3. The lawmakers do what the President wants
them to.
4. Judges are willing to take favors from
lawmakers.

l. Tamara and Angela did not have much
education.

Effects
A. It cannot function effectively

2. The nearest court was too far away.

B. The judicial system is not independent from
the lawmaking branch.

3. The man who came to court had an
easier time than Tamara did.

C. Power is not really divided between the
legislative and executive branches.

4. Tamara was not able to file a case.

D. They do not care about the other people they
represent.
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Effects
A. She had no way to enforce her rights.
B. Men had easier access to justice than women.
C. They did not have the knowledge to
understand the court system.
D. No court was available where Tamara could
seek justice.

Factors/Characteristics of Rule of Law
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1.9 Review Questions
Which statement describes an impact of the rule of law?
A. State of nature
B. Checks and balances
C. Separation of powers
D. Transparency of institutions
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the
question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

Which characteristic serves as a long-term protection against tyranny and is a foundation of liberty in
the United States?
A. The commerce clause
B. The elastic clause
C. The right to a trial
D. The rule of law
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the
question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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Monitoring and Influencing Government
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.2.2 – Examine the impact of media, individuals, and interest groups on monitoring and
influencing government.

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content.

Who do you think makes the decisions about what stories television newscasts discuss?

Have you heard these issues being discussed in the public sphere?
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What is the Public Sphere?
Imagine a stage where actors are performing a play. Now imagine that
everyone in society is watching this same play. Afterward, everyone in society
can have similar discussions: Was the play any good? Did they cast the right
actor in the lead role? Wasn’t the second scene in the third act hilarious? There
is a whole stage that we are all watching. There are topics we all pay attention
to, issues we all have opinions about, and policies that affect all our lives. The
public sphere is a place where society discusses the issues that affect
everyone. It links us all together as one large community.

Where is the Public Sphere?
Discussions in the public sphere exist at the local, national, and global levels all
at the same time. On any given day, you might talk to a friend about the new
skate park in your town, to your teacher about whether the state will change
the graduation requirements next year, to your uncle about whether the U.S.
should drill for oil off its coasts, or to a neighbor about the war against
terrorism. All these issues exist in the public sphere, but on different levels.
Someone who lives on the other side of the country probably isn’t talking about
your new skate park, but they are talking about how the U.S. can gain energy
independence.
People in England probably aren’t talking about where the U.S. should drill for
oil, but they’re probably worried about terrorism.

?

?
!

Public Sphere

!

The Public Agenda
Discussions that take place in the public sphere give rise to the public agenda. An
agenda is like a to-do list. Your personal agenda might include things like find a
summer job, study for a test, or bring your “C” in history up to an “A.” The public
agenda is a to-do list of issues that much of the public agrees are a priority. The
public agenda might include things like clean up after a major natural disaster,
solve the problems with our health care system, or decide who should be the next
president.

Who Sets the Public Agenda?
The issues on the public agenda depend on what is being discussed in the public
sphere. But who decides what the public will discuss? Sometimes nobody decides, as
with events like elections that occur on a regular schedule.
Everyone knows when the election is going to happen, so people start talking about it.
Similarly, large disasters don’t need any help getting attention. When planes slam into
high-rise buildings in New York or a tsunami kills thousands of people in Japan, word
spreads around the globe almost immediately. Issues people face in everyday life, such
as drug abuse or expensive health care, also end up in the public sphere simply
because so many people are personally affected by the problem.
But other issues are too distant or too specialized to get attention on their own.
People starving in a far-off country, a new law that affects certain types of
businesses, a species quietly going extinct in a disappearing ecosystem… Many
important issues like these would never reach the public sphere if people did
not hear about them in the news.
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Public Spotlight

Singer Beyoncé uses her celebrity to
call attention to hunger in America

Sometimes public attention focuses on a person or event that does
not require public action. When a celebrity marries or a team wins
the Super Bowl, everyone may be talking about it, but there’s
nothing to put on the public agenda. The celebrity or team is
simply in the public spotlight. Even so, the public spotlight can
call attention to issues. A celebrity who dies of a drug overdose
may focus attention on the issue of drug abuse, which is always on
the public agenda. Celebrities also use their fame to bring public
attention to specialized issues that they care about.

Public Opinion
Once people start paying attention to issues, they usually start forming an
opinion about them. Public opinion is the view that a significant part of
the public has about an issue. Public opinion is measured by polls, which
are surveys that ask people what they think. When you hear things like
“Two-thirds of Americans oppose…” or “A majority of Americans believe…”
you are hearing the results of public opinion polls. It is important to
remember that no poll actually surveys every single person in America.
Polls take a sample, anywhere from a few hundred to a few thousand
people, who are “representative” of the nation as a wholePublic Policy and
the Public Sphere.

Public Policy
Public policy is the stand the government takes on an issue. The government’s
stand on an issue affects the laws it passes and the actions it takes. But how does
the government decide where to stand? One influence is the public agenda. If a
huge proportion of society is talking about an issue, the government is likely to
pay attention and do something about that issue.
What, exactly, will the government do? That depends partly on public opinion.
Remember that our government is made up of people who represent us. Those
people, your senators and representatives, listen to what the public thinks. If a
senator learns that three quarters of the voters in her district are against
something, the senator will probably work against it on their behalf. If polls show
most Americans favor something, Congress may feel bold enough to pass a law
favoring that thing, or the president may take action to promote it. This does not
mean the government is a slave to public opinion polls. Public policy is influenced
by many factors, but in a country where voters decide who gets to be in
government and who doesn’t, the public sphere can have a big impact on
government.
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Monitoring and Influencing Government Graphic Organizer
Public Sphere – the public sphere is a place where society discusses the __________ that affect everyone. How do issues
move from the public sphere to the public agenda? 1. ___________________, 2. _______________________________,
3. _____________________
Public ______________ – a list of issues that much of society ____________ are a ______________.

Public ____________ – the stand a ___________________________ takes on an issue.

The Media
The media is the source of our _____
and information about
_____________ ______________.
1)______________________ – The media
decides which ______________________
do and do not receive
___________________________.
2)___________________________ – Due
to the media’s role as a gatekeeper, they
______________________ which issues
become part of the public _____________
and public ______________.
3)_____________________ – The media
plays this role by ____________________
the public where there are issues of
_______________related to the
______________________ ___and others
in _______________. In this role, the
media also allows the public to
___________ and be _________________.
Possible IMPACT

Interest Groups

Individuals

Interest Groups gather _______________
and ___________________ to support
public policies that _____________ their
________________________.
1)__________________ – Interest groups
____________________________ to meet
with members of the _________________
and discuss the ______________________
and concerns.
2)______________________________ –
Interest groups will officially
___________ candidates during
___________________.
3)______________________ – Interest
groups that want to raise ______________
for _______________________ must form
a political __________________________
____________________ that follows strict
_____________ about giving
_____________.

1)____________________ – You get to let
your _________________ leaders know what
is _____________________ to you. Your
___________ lets officials know who
_________________ their ______________
of ______________.
2)________________________________ this gives citizens a ____________________
opportunity with ______________________
leaders. It allows people to become
_________________ on ______________,
and gives them a chance to voice their
________________.
3)_________________________ - Citizens
can sign _______________ to ___________,
____________________ or ______________
of a government action.
4)________________________ – citizens
can run for office at ___________________
of government. By getting elected, they can
make their __________________ known.

Possible IMPACT

Possible IMPACT
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What is “The Media?”
The word media means different things depending on how it is used.
Media is the plural form of the word medium. A medium is a method of
communicating information, entertainment, or other messages. Television
is one popular medium. Radio, the internet, and cell phones are all
examples of commonly used media. The term mass media refers to
methods of communicating with large numbers of people. A lot of media
exists purely for entertainment, such as movies and television sitcoms.
But when you hear the phrase “the media,” usually it is referring to the
sources of our news and information about current events. Paying
attention to the media is how we stay informed about what’s going on in
the world around us and what our government is doing.

The Media as Gatekeeper
A gatekeeper stands guard at a gate and decides who gets to pass
through and who doesn’t. In its role as gatekeeper, the media decides
which stories and issues are important enough to receive public
attention—and which aren’t. As a citizen, it is important for you to realize
there are many serious events and issues you will never hear about on
the evening news. Each news outlet has its own criteria for deciding
which stories get through the gate and into the public eye. To understand
why, you need to understand two things: the media is a business, and the
media is almost always biased.

Gatekeeper: “B” is for Business
Most people get their news from television, radio, or a newspaper (either print or
online). With the exception of PBS, the Public Broadcasting System, most are
commercial or for-profit sources. They make money by selling time or space to
advertisers. But advertisers won’t pay for ads nobody will see, so for-profit media
must make the news as exciting as possible to attract lots of viewers.
But let’s face it: News programs are not always as exciting as, say, action films.
In order to survive in today’s culture, television news must keep things short, fast
paced, and exciting. On-the-hour radio news is even shorter. Stories most likely
to get through the gate are those that are the most gripping (ever wonder why
the “news” is full of car crashes and house fires?) or that affect the most number
of people. If a story can’t be told in a quick, 15-second sound bite, it’s likely to

Gatekeeper: “B” is for Biased
Biased means favoring one view over another. As a human being, it is
impossible to be completely unbiased even if you try. The media is made up
of human beings; therefore, even when media outlets try to be unbiased,
they’re not always successful. Bias may cause the media to open the gate to
some stories instead of others or to report stories in a way that is weighted
toward one side. There are many causes of bias. The most common among
media sources is being more politically liberal (leaning toward the
Democrats) or conservative (leaning toward the Republicans)
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The Media as Agenda-Setter

P

ic genda:

Because of its role as gatekeeper, the media is largely responsible for
 Fix healthcare
deciding what issues society discusses in the public sphere. That means
 More solar power
the media also determines which issues are on the public agenda, which
 Lower taxes
is the to-do list of issues the public agrees are a priority. An issue won’t
get on the public agenda unless it is being discussed in the public sphere,
and it won’t be discussed in the public sphere if nobody has heard about
it.
The media’s role as agenda-setter is controversial. Some people don’t think for?!
?
! profit corporations should set our public agenda. They worry that many
important issues will never get public attention. Some issues just aren’t exciting
enough to compete with entertainment. Others are too complex to fit into a
short sound bite. Although the public decides which issues to care about, the
Public Sphere
media only tells the public about a few of the issues that exist. Therefore,
people worry that the public does not really have much of a choice about what
issues are important.
People also worry that a biased media influences the public agenda toward one
way of thinking over another.

The Media as Watchdog
A real watchdog stands as a guard and barks loudly to
alert the owner if there is something wrong. In its role
as watchdog, the media keeps watch on the
government and others in power. It speaks out to
alert the public if something happens that shouldn’t.
Local news stations often have a segment in which
they investigate problems for people. Entire, hourlong news shows are devoted to exposés, which are
stories designed to expose wrongdoing. Government
officials who engage in bad behavior know they will
be on every news show and newspaper in the country
if they are caught.
Although a watchdog will bark when there is something wrong, most of the time the watchdog just
watches. Thanks to the media, we live in a world where we can turn on the television and watch our
government in action at any given moment. Stations such as C-SPAN broadcast activity directly from the
floor of Congress for everyone to see. Simply reporting information is playing watchdog, too. Without the
media, we would not know what is happening behind closed doors.

The Media’s Audience: You
A watchdog doesn’t do any good if nobody is paying attention. The
public sphere and the public agenda both depend on the same thing—
the public, which is made up of people like you. If the media reported
an event and nobody watched or responded, it would have no
influence at all. In the same way, the public influences the media
because the media can’t function without peoples’ attention. How
people respond to the media’s reporting can affect which stories get
through the gate.
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Interest Groups

Name:

How does individual interest in a debate lead to action? What if people with these interests
have other interests (like working or going to school) and can’t spend their entire day
learning what is happening and doing something about it? Potato farmers and nutritionists
have little time for marching in front of the USDA or making speeches to the public!
Grouping Interests
One way people can have their voice heard is to find others with the same
concerns. Interest groups gather people and resources to support public
policies that help their members. They work to persuade policy makers like
senators and representatives to support government actions that help their
members and oppose actions that hurt them. They also work to influence
public opinion by educating the general public about their point of view. In
this way, interest groups advocate, or promote, the needs and wants of the
group. There are hundreds of interest groups in the United States working
on many different types of issues.

Pub c Po c t e st
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Most groups can be divided into five different categories.

Focuses on topics that
affect the general
public like education,
the environment, and
politics

Promotes the
economic interests of
their members in
business, labor, and
trade organizations

Advocates for people
in a particular
profession, such as
doctors, lawyers, and
teachers

Promotes policies
based on a set of core
political or religious
beliefs

Focuses on one
narrow topic, such as
immigration or drunk
driving

Interest Groups
Influencing Government
Interest groups use several strategies to influence government. The amount of
influence that interest groups have on government is a major issue of concern for many
people today. At the same time, millions of citizens rely on interest groups to make their
voices heard.

Lobbying for Support
Interest groups hire lobbyists to meet with members of the
government and discuss the group’s issues and concerns. Lobbyists
say that their job is to provide information to decision makers. The
information lobbyists provide has been carefully chosen to
persuade the audience to take one side of an issue. Lawmakers
have to be aware of the bias in the lobbyists’ messages and
consider both sides before they make any decision.

Endorsing Candidates
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During elections, some interest groups may endorse, or officially
support, candidates. Groups choose a candidate to support based on
what the candidate has done in the past and where the candidate
stands on issues important to the group. Once the candidate is in
office, he or she may introduce new bills, support existing laws, or use
influence on important committees. In return, the interest group
encourages its members to vote for that person in the next election.
In addition, the interest group may donate money to the candidate’s
election campaign.
"K Street" is commonly used to describe
lobbyists in Washington, DC. Many of the
major lobbying groups have offices on this street.

Raising Money
Interest groups raise money to support their efforts to influence
the government. Some people worry that interests groups can
“buy” candidates by contributing lots of money to the
candidate’s election campaign. Once in office, such a candidate
might be more concerned about pleasing the interest group than
representing the voters. The government addresses this concern
with strict rules about how interest groups may collect and
donate money to political campaigns. Those that do must form a
political action committee (PAC) that follows strict
government rules about giving money to political candidates.
Not everyone agrees about what kinds of rules interest groups
should have to follow. Some people fear that campaign financing
laws limit the ability of people to support the causes they care
about. Others fear that interest groups have grown to have more
influence on government than the public at large. They believe the
groups should be controlled. The debate continues as some
interest groups and wealthy individuals who support them find
loopholes, or ways around, the campaign finance laws.
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Interest Groups

Name:

Vocabulary. Match the term to the correct definition.
1. interest
2. advocate
3. political action committee
4. interest group

A) favoring one view or another

5. bias
6. campaign financing
7. lobbyist
8. public opinion

D) collection of opinions or attitudes

B) attention paid to something
C) to promote or support

E) represent interest groups and communicate with officials
F) how money is earned to pay for political campaigns
G) organizations that help interest groups raise money for campaigns
H) a group of people who work to influence government about a set of
issues

How Do You Lobby? Read each interest group lobby activity and decide if it is an example of informing (I),
donating money (D), or endorsing a candidate running for office (E).
9. Representatives interview a candidate to
see if he or she will support the group’s
position on nuclear plants. If so, the
group will back this candidate.
10. Volunteers from a teen health interest
group go into schools and educate
students about the dangers of underage
drinking.
11. An interest group runs an ad that
supports a candidate running for office.

12. Lobbyists visit with members of Congress
and local officials to share their reasons for
supporting or opposing an upcoming bill.
13. Once a candidate has been endorsed,
members of an interest group help raise
donations to help the candidate’s
campaign.
14. A group runs TV and radio ads about an
issue in order to raise public concern and
spur the public to action.
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How Can Individuals Monitor and Influence Government?
Vote
The government--whether it's in Washington, DC, in your state, or in your hometown-affects your life and by voting, you get to say what's important to you, and you say it
straight to the elected leaders.
Elections are one of the few times when adults, 18 year olds and older, all have an equal
say. Even if the person you vote for loses, your vote matters because it lets winners and
losers know who supports their points of view.
Individuals can play a role in monitoring and influencing government by casting a vote
and having a say in who should or should not be elected to office.
Attend Civic Meetings
Attending civic meetings, especially in your local community, provides you with a face-toface opportunity with your government leaders. By attending a school board or city
council meeting you can become informed on the important issues either group is dealing
with. At a school board meeting, you can learn about important changes that might
happen at your school and at a city council meeting you can hear about new ordinances
and see how your city council chooses to vote.
At both of these types of meetings, you can try to influence the government by sharing
your opinion on issues. You can also monitor what occurs at these meetings by being an
audience member.

Petition Government
The right to petition is one of the freedoms listed in the First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution. In general, the idea of petitioning the government means any
nonviolent, legal means of encouraging or disapproving government action,
directed to the judicial, executive or legislative branch.
A common way that petitioning the government occurs is through citizens writing
a document about an issue and collecting signatures in support of the document.
These documents are meant to influence the government in a certain way. This
document is known as a petition and is a formal, written request made to an
official person or organized body, usually the government, and usually with a list
of signatures to show the government body how many citizens support the
request.
Run for Office
In the United States, citizens can run for local, state, or federal office. By running
for office and getting elected you can become part of the government. In this
position you can closely monitor and influence all of the government activities
related to your role.
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Review Questions
Based on the government system in the United States, which individual activity is used to directly
influence legislative decisions?
A. Watching political debates on television
B. Discussing political issues at work
C. Collecting opinions for a yearbook
D. Gathering signatures for a petition
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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Media and Political Communication
Level

Student Task

4

SS.7.C.2.11 Analyze media and political communications (bias, symbolism, propaganda)..

3

2

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content.

1

Understanding Methods of Media and Political Communication
Term

Definition

Bias
Symbolism
Propaganda
Bandwagon
Card
stacking

Specific Techniques

Glittering
generalities
Name calling
Plain folks
Testimonial
Transfer
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Political and Media Communication
When reading the news, looking at candidate websites or viewing election information, it is important to
consider how persuasion techniques might be used to influence the viewer. Bias, symbolism, and propaganda are
common techniques used to persuade people to think or feel a certain way.
Bias is a preference, opinion or attitude that favors one way of thinking or feeling over another. Bias affects how
people see events and people around them. Many biases come from an individual’s personal experiences or lack
of experiences.
Bias in media or political communication can occur in various ways. A journalist or politician can choose to
select or omit, leave out, certain information in order to persuade the reader to favor one opinion over another.
Bias also occurs through the placement of information. If information is featured in large or bold type or in very
small type, the author is sending a message about how the information should be viewed. This technique is
apparent through headlines and titles on websites. Another way that bias appears is through word choice and
tone. If a news story, advertisement or campaign pamphlet contains mainly positive or mainly negative words
about a subject, this will persuade the audience to think or feel a certain way. Finally, bias occurs in the way data
and statistics are used. For example, during a campaign speech a candidate may share only positive data about
their accomplishments rather than the negative in order to convey positive messages to the reader.
Symbolism is the technique of using images or pictures to convey a certain message. Symbols are commonly
used in political communication, especially during campaigns. Symbols are often used to associate candidates
with images that represent the United States. Common symbols used in political campaigns are the colors red,
white, and blue, stars and stripes, the Statue of Liberty and the Liberty Bell. Symbols are also used in political
cartoons to convey positive and negative images.
Examples of common symbols:
Symbol
Uncle Sam, bald eagle, American flag, Capitol
building, White House
red, white, blue, stars and stripes
Statue of Liberty, torch, Liberty Bell
U.S. Supreme Court building, scales
donkey
elephant
dove, olive branch, peace sign

Words or Ideas Represented by the Symbol
U.S. government
American flag, patriotism
freedom and democracy
Justice
Democratic Party
Republican Party
Peace

Propaganda is another method used in media and political communication to persuade the reader to think or feel
a certain way. Propaganda is the method of spreading ideas, information or rumors for the purpose of helping or
injuring an institution, a cause, or a person. Propaganda is similar to bias and symbolism in that they are all used
to persuade; however propaganda uses more extreme measures to communicate a certain message. Propaganda
relies on appealing to the viewer’s emotion rather than reason to convey a message.
There are seven commonly used types of propaganda: card stacking, testimonial, glittering generalities, transfer,
plain folks, bandwagon, and name calling.




Card stacking is the strategy of showing a product or person’s best features and leaving out
information about any negative features or potential problems.
In a testimonial a celebrity or well-known person speaks on behalf of a product or person as an
endorsement. In a testimonial a celebrity’s message is that if they believe in a candidate,
everyone else should too.
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When an advertisement or political campaign uses short phrases or few words to appeal to
particular emotions, the technique of glittering generalities is being used. Words or phrases
such as love of country, home, peace, hope, freedom and honor are used to persuade the viewer
to have a positive emotional reaction to the image being described by the word.
The strategy of transfer is apparent when symbols are used to convey a message. Political
advertisements, websites and campaign materials will often use United States symbols to
persuade viewers to believe that a candidate represents America.
Plain folks is the strategy of communicating using ordinary language and clothes to convey to
the audience that the spokesperson or candidate is just like everyone else. This strategy is often
used in political campaigns. Candidates will take pictures at local restaurants and at ballparks to
convey the message that they are an ordinary person, just like you.
In bandwagon, an attempt is made to make the viewer feel like everyone is using a product or
voting for a particular candidate, so they should too. The viewer should “join the crowd” and
not be left out.
Name calling is used to send a negative message about an opposing product or candidate. This
technique connects a person or idea to a negative word and convinces the viewer to believe the
message without examining the evidence.
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Cartoon Analysis # 1
Level 1
Visuals

Words (not all cartoons include words)

1. List the objects or people you see in the cartoon.

1. Identify the cartoon caption and/or title.

2. Locate three words or phrases used by the cartoonist
to identify objects or people within the cartoon.

3.

Record any important dates or numbers that appear in
the cartoon.

Level 2
Words

Visuals

2. Which of the objects on your list are symbols?

4. Which words or phrases in the cartoon appear to be
the most significant? Why do you think so?

3. What do you think each symbol means?

5. List adjectives that describe the emotions portrayed
in the cartoon.

Level 3
A. Describe the action taking place in the cartoon.

B. Explain how the words in the cartoon clarify the symbols.

C.

Explain the message of the cartoon.

D. What special interest groups would agree/disagree with the cartoon's message? Why?

Designed and developed by the
Education Staff, National Archives and Records Administration,
Washington, DC 20408
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Cartoon Analysis # 2
Level 1
Visuals

Words (not all cartoons include words)

1. List the objects or people you see in the cartoon.

1. Identify the cartoon caption and/or title.

2. Locate three words or phrases used by the cartoonist
to identify objects or people within the cartoon.

3.

Record any important dates or numbers that appear in
the cartoon.

Level 2
Words

Visuals

2. Which of the objects on your list are symbols?

4. Which words or phrases in the cartoon appear to be
the most significant? Why do you think so?

3. What do you think each symbol means?

5. List adjectives that describe the emotions portrayed
in the cartoon.

Level 3
A. Describe the action taking place in the cartoon.

B. Explain how the words in the cartoon clarify the symbols.

C.

Explain the message of the cartoon.

D. What special interest groups would agree/disagree with the cartoon's message? Why?

Designed and developed by the
Education Staff, National Archives and Records Administration,
Washington, DC 20408
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Review Questions
Which option presents a clear point of view?
A. Bias
B. Metaphor
C. Propaganda
D. Symbolism
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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Multiple Perspectives
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.2.13 – Examine multiple perspectives on public and current issues.

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content.

Look at each statement and determine who might make each statement about school uniforms.

__________ By having uniforms in school, my students will focus on their academics and behavior will
improve.
__________ My store would benefit if the local schools required uniforms because I have the only store in
town that sells what the students would be required to wear.
__________ If the school requires uniforms, I will have to spend extra money from my paycheck so
that my child has the right clothes for school each day.
__________ I definitely don’t want school uniforms; my friends and I want to wear what we want at
school.
How would you feel if your school decided to have uniforms?

Why might it be important for the principal to get feedback from more than one source before he or she
makes a decision?
Describe a national news issue that you know something about.

Who do you think might have opinions on these issues?

What kind of impact might this have on the political process?
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COMPARING PERSPECTIVES: Democrats’ and Republicans’ Platforms
MILITARY
SPENDING
Has the power to raise
and support armed
forces

In our current fiscal (economic, $$)
environment, we must also make
tough budgetary decisions across
the board – and that includes within
the defense budget.

Sequestration—which is severe, automatic, acrossthe-board cuts in defense spending over the next
decade—of the nation’s military budget would be a
disaster for national security....

…committed to strengthening the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty…. As we work to uphold
our obligations under the treaty by
reducing stockpiles [of nuclear
weapons] and recognizing the
rights of all rule-abiding states to
peaceful nuclear energy, we will
insist that countries without nuclear
weapons comply with their
obligations not to develop them,
and we will ensure that violators
face real consequences.

… we oppose the adoption or ratification (formal
approval) of international treaties that weaken or
encroach (violate) upon American sovereignty (selfgovernment).

[T]he country urgently needs
comprehensive immigration reform
(change) that brings undocumented
(illegal) immigrants out of the
shadows and requires them to get
right with the law, learn English,
and pay taxes in order to get on a
path to earn citizenship.

[W]e oppose any form of amnesty (official
forgiveness)....

The party believes…

TREATIES
Approves treaties for
ratification

The party believes…

IMMIGRATION
Regulates immigration
and naturalization

The double-layered fencing on the border that was
enacted by Congress in 2006, but never completed,
must finally be built.

The party believes…
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FOREIGN POLICY &
AID
Regulate commerce with
foreign nations
Declare war
Raise and Support
Armies
Provide and maintain a
Navy

We will come to the aid of countries
during their times of need, just as we
did following the 2011 earthquake,
tsunami, and Fukushima nuclear
disaster in Japan. And as we did in
the aftermath of Haiti's catastrophic
earthquake in January 2010, we will
provide critical aid to countries
facing devastating circumstances to
meet their acute short-term needs
and foster long-term recovery.
As we rebalance our foreign policy,
we have rebuilt our relationships
around the world. From Europe and
Asia to the Middle East, Africa, and
the Americas, we have strengthened
the alliances and partnerships that
are so central to global security, and
we have taken steps to reinvigorate
international institutions. All the
while, we have built the foundation
for sustained American leadership by
growing our economy, preserving
our unrivaled military strength, and
advancing our values.

Limiting foreign aid spending helps keep taxes
lower, which frees more resources in the private and
charitable sectors, whose giving tends to be more
effective and efficient.
Foreign aid should serve our national interest, an
essential part of which is the peaceful development
of less advanced and vulnerable societies in critical
parts of the world. The economic success and
political progress of former aid recipients, from
Latin America to East Asia, has justified our
investment in their future. U.S. aid should be based
on the model … for which foreign governments
must, in effect, compete for the dollars by showing
respect for the rule of law, free enterprise, and
measurable results. In short, aid money should
follow positive outcomes, not pleas for more cash in
the same corrupt official pockets.

The party believes…

Sensory Organizer: “If I were there I would have…”
From the perspective of the group you read about, complete the following sensory organizer“I saw…
“I felt…
“I smelled…
“I thought…

Why did your answers differ from those who read about a different group?
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Review Questions
Which option represents a way that multiple perspectives are reflected in political participation?
A. Public meetings
B. Press conference
C. Legislative sessions
D. State of the Union address
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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Political Parties
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.2.8 Identify America’s current political parties, and illustrate their ideas about government..

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content.

Complex Text: Political Parties
On your own paper, write the name of your assigned political party. While reading, cite specific examples
from the text that explain the political party’s views about government by listing the paragraph number and
summarizing the evidence. Once you have completed the reading and listed your evidence, write a
statement that summarizes your assigned party’s views about government and the role the government
should play in our country and in our lives.
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Political Parties in the United States
A political party is a group of citizens or voters with similar views on public issues who work
together to put their ideas into action in the government and to elect candidates. They are
organizations that try to get political power so that their ideas can become laws or government
policies.
The United States has a two-party system. This means that there are mainly two political
parties competing for control and running for elections in the U.S., the Democratic and
Republican parties. The Democratic and Republican parties have been the two major parties since
the 1860’s. As of September 2016, all members of Congress are members of the Democratic or
Republican parties, except for Senator Angus King, Independent from Maine and Senator Bernie
Sanders, Independent from Vermont. Being labeled as “Independent” means that the person is not
a member of a political party.

Two
MAJOR
Parties

REPUBLICAN
PARTY

The Republican Party believes that the federal government should play a
small role in people's lives and allow private citizens and businesses to
provide services for citizens in need. They favor lower taxes, less
government spending and more freedom for businesses and individuals.

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

The Democratic Party believes that the federal government should take
a more active role in people's lives, particularly those who are in need.
This means that they are often in favor of creating and paying for
government programs and services to help people in need.

The two major political parties have the most support from the public so it is nearly impossible for third
parties to win elections. Third parties are political parties that often form on the basis of one or a few issues.
These issues might be related to a foreign or domestic affair and, because the concern is so narrow, it is
difficult to gain support of enough people to elect a candidate to public office. For example, the Green Party
believes that the government should mainly focus on saving the environment, nonviolence and promoting
equality. Third party candidates have never won a presidential election and rarely win election to other
offices. Below are some examples of current third parties that exist in the United States.

COMMUNIST PARTY USA
The Communist Party
USA believes the
government should
control the entire
economy and control all production
and distribution of goods. They
believe that working people should
control their own lives and futures
through equal distribution of wealth.
Additionally, the Communist Party
opposes all foreign conflicts.

Examples of THIRD Parties
LIBERTARIAN PARTY
The Libertarian Party
believes in individual
freedom and that the
only purpose of
government is to protect
this freedom. The Libertarian Party
believes in a world where individuals
are free to follow their own dreams in
their own ways, which creates a world
of peace, harmony, and opportunity.
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SOCIALIST PARTY USA
The Socialist Party USA
believes people should
own and control all
businesses through
democratically controlled
public agencies (agencies that are
created based on the people’s
choice/election) or other groups. The
Socialist Party supports eliminating the
power of government and social classes
to create an equal society.

Political Parties of the United States
Summary of Political Party

Visual of Political Party
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HOW DO THEY COMPARE?
DATE:

DIRECTIONS: Read the statement from each political parties platform. Summarize the statement in your own

words on the graphic organizer.
Summarize the DEMOCRATIC PARTY’S view on the
issue.

ISSUE

Summarize the REPUBLICAN PARTY’s view on the
issue.

TAXES

NATIONAL DEBT

AGRICULTURE

MILITARY
SPENDING

IMMIGRATION

EDUCATION
Based on the issue statements above, how would you summarize each political party’s view of government?
DEMOCRATIC PARTY’S view on government:
REPUBLICAN PARTY’s view on government:
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Summary of Role/Function: Read the text “One Big Party” to learn about the five (5) roles or functions of political parties. Identify which of
the five summaries below correctly matches each of the five roles of political parties. Cut and paste correct summary into the box that
corresponds with that role.
Both parties want the government to view their way on the issues.
Since have different views, sometimes need to compromise to get
things done. The two parties keep each other in check by not letting
them have 100% their way.
Political parties select candidates for public office. The candidates
believe in the party platform represent party ideas in elections.

A party can link its members at the federal, state and local levels of
government to achieve big goals for the party.

To tell people about their candidate, political parties run campaigns.
They run ads, create pamphlets, post blogs, and help candidates give
speeches. This information is biased!

Members of Congress are members of political parties and they
work to pass laws that support their party’s platform.

Impact of Role/Function: Now that you know what each of the five (5) roles or functions of political parties is about, determine how each
role/function would impact or affect society. Identify which of the five impacts below correctly matches each of the five roles of political
parties. Cut and paste correct summary into the box that corresponds with that role.
With this function, political parties can impact the types of laws that
are passed and the issues that receive attention by government.

With this function, political parties provide candidate positions to us,
the society. Society then determines which candidate they will elect
and serve in government

This function provides a way for people that identify with a particular
party to connect with each other and for the party to expand its
influence at each level of government.

This function impacts how laws are made in government. Whichever
party has the most members in govt. usually gets their laws passed.

This function impacts the way society views candidates (positive or
negative) for office prior to an election.
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Roles of Political Parties
Summary of Role

Influence
Policy

Unite
Government

Nominate
Candidates

Create
Balance

Inform
Citizens

Impact of Role
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Political Party Functions
Directions: Read each scenario about the impact of political parties. Determine the political party function that is being described and list the
function next to the correct scenario. Each function will be used once.

1. Most members of Congress belong to a political party and support the ideas in their
political party’s platform. Senators and Representatives propose legislation and pass laws
based on the ideas from their political party’s platform. These laws impact the government
and society.
2. Political parties impact the way society views candidates for office. One way this happens
is through the campaign advertisements political parties create for or against candidates.
3. Political parties provide options of candidates to society. People determine which
candidates they will elect to serve in government. Once elected, these public officials will
make decisions (such as passing laws) that will impact society.
4. Political parties impact the government at the federal, state, and local levels. Because there
are many more elected offices at the state and local levels, political parties tend to be more
active at these levels. Also, political parties raise and spend money in order to get candidates
elected and to help spread their message to voters.
5. The political party that wins more seats in one house of the national or state legislature
becomes the majority party in that house of the legislature. The party that wins fewer seats in
one house of the national or state legislature becomes the minority party in that house of the
legislature. The majority party in the legislature often has more control over the lawmaking
process than the minority power. However, the minority party remains active and uses its
influence as much as possible in the lawmaking process.
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Review Questions
The statement below is from a political party platform.

“We, the workers and our allies, need to take power from the hands of the wealthy few, their
corporations, and their political operatives.”
Which political party's position is represented in the statement?
A. Communist
B. Democratic
C. Republican
D. Socialist
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

In the modern political system, which issue represents a basic disagreement between
Republicans and Democrats?
A. The responsibilities of government
B. The frequency of national elections
C. The legality of the U.S. Constitution
D. The support for the U.S. military soldier
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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Qualifications for Political Office
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.2.9 Evaluate candidates for political office by analyzing their qualifications, experience,
issue- based platforms, debates, and political ads.
SS.7.C.2.7 Conduct a mock election to demonstrate the voting process and its impact on a
school, community, or local level.

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content.

“No Person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States, at the time of the
Adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the Office of
; neither shall any
person be eligible to that Office who shall not have attained to the Age of thirty five Years, and
been fourteen Years a Resident within the United States.”
Source: Article II of the U.S. Constitution

Rewrite this statement in your own words and try to fill in the blank.

Define the term natural born citizen.
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Citizenship
Requirement

Residency
Requirement

FL Governor

FL Legislator

President

US Senator

US House of
Represenstives

Minimum Age
Requirement
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Must Be An Elector
(Y/N)

Requirements for Political Office
The excerpts below are from the U.S. Constitution, Florida Constitution, and Florida Statutes. After reading,
determine the political office that is being described and in a complete sentence, explain the requirements for
that office.
1
Article I, SECTION. 2. The House of Representatives shall be composed
of Members
No Person shall be a Representative who shall not have attained to the Age of
U.S Constitution
twenty five Years, and been seven Years a Citizen of the United States, and
who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State in which he shall be
chosen.
Political Office
Constitutional
Requirements
2
U.S Constitution

Article I, SECTION 3. No Person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained to
the Age of thirty Years, and been nine Years a Citizen of the United States, and
who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State for which he shall be
chosen.

Political Office
Constitutional
Requirements
3
U.S. Constitution

Article II, Section 1 No Person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the
United States, at the time of the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to
the Office of President; neither shall any person be eligible to that Office who shall
not have attained to the Age of thirty five Years, and been fourteen Years a
Resident within the United States.

Political Office
Constitutional
Requirements
4
Florida
Constitution

Section 15. Terms and qualifications of legislators –
(a) SENATORS.
(b) REPRESENTATIVES.
(c) QUALIFICATIONS. Each legislator shall be at least twenty-one years of
age, an elector and resident of the district from which elected and shall have
resided in the state for a period of two years prior to election.

Political Office
Constitutional
Requirements
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5

Florida
Constitutio
n
Political Office

Article IV, Section 5 !the governor, lieutenant governor and each
cabinet member must be an elector not less than thirty years of age
who has resided in the state for the preceding seven years.

Constitutional
Requirement
s
6

Florida Statute
Title IX, Chapter
99: Candidates

99.021 Form of candidate oath.—
(1)(a)1. Each candidate, whether a party candidate, a candidate with
no party affiliation, or a write-in candidate, in order to qualify for
nomination or election to any office other than a judicial office as
defined in chapter 105 or a federal office, shall take and subscribe to
an oath or affirmation in writing!

Summary of Text
Candidate Oath
State of Florida
County of
Before me, an officer authorized to administer oaths, personally appeared (please print
name as you wish it to appear on the ballot) , to me well known, who, being sworn, says that he
or she is a candidate for the office of ; that he or she is a qualified elector of ______ County,
Florida; that he or she is qualified under the Constitution and the laws of Florida to hold the
office to which he or she desires to be nominated or elected; that he or she has qualified for no
other public office in the state, the term of which office or any part thereof runs concurrent with
that of the office he or she seeks; that he or she has resigned from any office from which he or
she is required to resign pursuant to s. 99.012, Florida Statutes; and that he or she will support
the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Florida.
(Signature of candidate)
(Address)
7
Summary of Text

Definition of
Florida Elector
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Why Voting Matters
It makes us equal. Each of us has one and only one vote. During elections, the act of voting is one of the few times
when all adults in the U.S. have an equal say. No matter how much money you have or who your friends are, you
only get one vote.
Each vote sends a message. Even if the person or issue you vote for loses, your vote matters because it lets
winners and losers know who supports their points of view.
Politicians notice who is and isn't voting. In the U.S., the highest voter turnout is among seniors. So it's no
surprise that politicians are going to spend a lot of time on issues that are important to older people, like Social
Security and Medicare. Younger voters, 18-24 year-olds, haven't voted in high numbers recently, so it's easier for
politicians to pay less attention to the issues that are important to young people.
Whoever wins has the power to impact your life. The government is in charge of making important decisions that
impact almost every aspect of your life, like...
• Your school such as what gets taught, how many kids are in your class
• The environment including how clean your air and water will be
• Your health including whether or not you and your family can get health insurance
• Who gets to visit, work and live in our country
• Your safety including how big your police and fire departments are
• How much money we spend on the military and whether we go to war

How the Process Works
Registration: Sign Up!
Before you can vote, you have to register as a voter in your state. Registration helps your local polling office
keep track of who can and did vote. This also helps them to make sure no one votes more than once or tries to
vote under someone else's name. In Florida, voters must be registered at least 29 days in advance of a primary
or election and voter registration is canceled when one registers in another state, dies, or participates in no
election contests, including primaries and special elections, for at least ten years.

The Parties: Sizing up the Competition
In the U.S., most of our elected officials are from two large parties, Democrats or Republicans, However, there
are also people who run for office that are not from either one of those parties. These other candidates come
from what are called 'Third Parties' like the Communist Party, Green Party, Libertarian Party, and Socialist
Party.

The Primaries and Caucuses: Narrowing Down the Pack
Only one candidate from each party can run in the final election. That's where primaries and caucuses come in.
Between late January and early June during the year of a general election, a few states hold caucuses, but most
states choose their candidate using primary elections. Caucuses are small groups of people getting together to
decide whom they want to support as their party's candidate. Primaries are elections where everyone in the
party who is interested votes for the party candidate. In Florida, you must be a registered member of a party in
order to participate in the primary. If none of the candidates earn at least 50% of the vote, a runoff primary
takes place.

The Conventions: Party-Time, Politicians Style
During a presidential election, after the primaries and caucuses, the major parties hold conventions to
officially nominate their candidate for president.
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After the candidates are nominated, their names are officially submitted to each state's chief election official
so that they will appear on the general election ballot.

The General Election
Now that each party has determined their candidates, the general election process begins. Candidates spend
weeks campaigning in an attempt to win the support of voters. Even though a voter may belong to a
particular party, he or she may vote for candidates from any party. Finally on Election Day, people exercise
their right to vote.
In Florida, registered voters vote for candidates for local, state, and federal offices. They also vote on
amendments, or changes, to the Florida Constitution. Voters also decide if justices of the Florida Supreme
Court and judges of district courts can retain, or keep, their position on the court.

Deep Sea Oil Drilling
Pros of Deep Sea Oil Drilling






There may be a large quantity of oil reserves to be tapped in deep-sea areas.
Oil from offshore drilling could mean fewer imports, reducing our dependence
on foreign oil from other countries.
Drilling for additional offshore oil could decrease oil prices.
Offshore drilling creates jobs.
Offshore drilling impacts the economy of surrounding communities. As people move
to areas for oil drilling jobs, they purchase or rent houses to live in and support the
local economy by purchasing goods and services in the local area

Cons of Deep Sea Oil Drilling






Reaching offshore, deep-water oil is expensive.
Due to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, the safety
of deep-water oil drilling has been questioned.
The oil drilling process creates “waste water” that contains varying amounts of
oil and/or chemicals used in oil production. Finding a safe place to put this waste
has been a challenge for the industry.
Offshore drilling can have a negative effect on tourism. The offshore platforms are
unattractive but more importantly water and shoreline pollution can have a
negative impact on tourism.
Offshore drilling can have a negative effect on the seafood industry. Water
pollution due to drilling can impact the health of sea life and impact the fishing
industry’s ability to catch safe seafood for people to eat.
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Review Questions

AR A SM H
R MA R

DD DA
R MA R

Maria Knows ha
akes
o e he Job Done

odd akes
His Job Seriously

1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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Forms of Government
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.3.1 Compare different forms of government (direct democracy, representative democracy,
socialism, communism, monarchy, oligarchy, and autocracy)

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content

Term
Anarchy

Definition
The absence of any form of government

What would a country look like with anarchy?

Why do you think countries choose to have a form of government?
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Anticipation Guide
Part I (Before Reading) Directions: Read each statement. If you agree with the statement,
put a check in the Agree column. If you don’t agree with the statement, put a check in the
Disagree column. Discuss your answers with a partner(s). Before reading the text, the class as
a whole will be asked to share how it they marked their papers.
Agree Disagree Statement about forms of government
1. A dictatorship is led by a king or a queen.
2. An autocracy is a form of government where power is held by one
person.
3. There are two types of democracies.
4. An oligarchy is ruled by a few people.
5. In a direct democracy, the people elect leaders to make laws for the
country.
Let’s find out how many of the above statements you got correct!
Part II (During Reading) Directions: Now you will read the text, “Who Rules,” which
contains information related to each of the statements in Part I. If you find information in the
text that supports your response in Part I, put a check in the Support column; in the In Your
Own Words column, write or summarize the information you found to support your response.
If you find information that does NOT support your response in Part I, put a check in the No
Support column; in the In Your Own Words column, write or summarize the correct
information. You should have 5 true statements in the In Your Own Words column when you
have finished.

Support No Support In Your Own Words

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Who Rules?
Someone’s Got to Be In Charge
If you compared all the governments in the world, you would find one
thing in common: Someone is in charge. The question is, who? There are
many different forms of government. Some have one leader who has all
the control. Others give power to the people. Here are some forms of
government that exist (or have existed) in the world:

Me, Myself, and I An autocracy is a government in which one person
has all the power. There are two main types of autocracy: a monarchy and
a dictatorship.
In a monarchy, a king or queen rules the country. The king or queen is
known as a monarch. Monarchs usually come to power through their
family line: The current king or queen’s oldest child becomes the next king
or queen. In some monarchies, especially those in historical times, the
monarch held all the power and had the final say over the government. In
modern times, monarchs usually share power with other parts of
government. Often they are also subject to the country’s constitution.
A dictatorship is a form of government where one leader has absolute
control over citizens’ lives. If there is a constitution, the dictator has
control over that, too—so it doesn’t mean much. Although other parts of
the government may exist, such as courts or a lawmaking body, these
branches always do what the dictator wants them to do. They do not
represent citizens.

Power to the People!
In a democracy, citizens hold the political power. There are two
fundamental types of democracies:
In a representative democracy, citizens elect leaders to represent
their rights and interests in government. The elected leaders, or
representatives, do the day-to-day work of governing the country:
They consider the issues, work to find solutions, pass laws, and do all
of the other things necessary to keep a country going. Citizens hold the
ultimate power, though, because if they don’t like what their
representatives are doing, they can vote in new ones!
In a direct democracy, there are no representatives. Citizens are
directly involved in the day-to-day work of governing the country.
Citizens might be required to participate in lawmaking or act as judges,
for example. The best example of this was in the ancient Greek citystate called Athens. Most modern countries are too large for a direct
democracy to work.
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We, Ourselves, and… um… Us
In an oligarchy (OH-lih-gar-kee), a small group of people
has all the power. Oligarchy is a Greek word that means
“rule by a few.” Sometimes this means that only a certain
group has political rights, such as members of one political
party, one social class, or one race. For example, in some
societies, only noble families who owned land could
participate in politics. An oligarchy can also mean that a
few people control the country. For example, a junta is a
small group of people—usually military officers—who
rule a country after taking it over by force. A junta often
operates much like a dictatorship, except that several
people share power.

Religious Rule
A theocracy is a government that recognizes God or a divine
being as the ultimate authority. (“Theo” is a Greek word that
means god.) In a theocracy, religious law is used to settle
disputes and rule the people. A theocracy can also be a
democracy, dictatorship, monarchy, or just about any other
kind of government. For example, the Republic of Iran
recognizes Islamic law, but Iran’s citizens vote to elect their
leaders. Modern theocracies are usually found in countries
where the population is strongly religious.

Rule by None
In an anarchy, nobody is in control—or everyone is, depending on
how you look at it. Sometimes the word anarchy is used to refer to
an out-ofcontrol mob. When it comes to government, anarchy would
be one way to describe the human state of existence before any
governments developed. It would be similar to the way animals live
in the wild, with everyone looking out for themselves. Today,
people who call themselves anarchists usually believe that people
should be allowed to freely associate together without being subject
to any nation or government. There are no countries that have
anarchy as their form of government.
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Define and contrast:
Socialism:
Communism:
In one sentence, describe how they are different:
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Forms of Government Graphic Organizer
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Forms of Government Scenarios
Directions: Read each of the scenarios below- to determine which one (only one) form of government BEST
relates to each. Underline or highlight the key words in the scenarios that will help you narrow down the
correct answer. Write the form of government in the column to the left of each scenario. Your choices are
autocracy, communism, democracy, dictatorship, direct democracy, monarchy, oligarchy, representative
democracy, and socialism – NOT ALL OF THESE WILL BE USED.

In the 20th Century two World Wars were fought to prevent the fast expansion of
this form of government. Most of those who started World War One were the
few remaining absolute monarchs of Europe, while in World War Two it was the
elected dictators of Germany and Italy.
In early European history government power was held by a variety of kings and
queens who ruled their kingdoms with mostly unlimited powers.
In his 4th-century BC work The Republic, the Greek philosopher Plato proposed
the communal ownership of property by an intellectual ruling class, to put the
welfare of the state above personal desire and moderate the greed of the
producing classes.
Some Native American tribes organized themselves by having all male adult
members of the tribe vote for any proposed laws or changes.

In the 20th century, kings and queens have generally become symbols of national
unity, while real power has been moved to constitutional assemblies. Today, this
form of government is mainly in place in the Middle East.
An example of this form of government emerged in 1215 in England when a
small group wealthy nobleman forced the king to share power. This moved the
country from one person holding all of the power to a small group holding
power.
An example of this form of government is the United States. Citizens elect
representatives at the national, state, and local levels of government to vote on
their behalf.
Some believe that this form of government is desirable and achievable. Others
view this form of government as inefficient and creates people who are
dependent and gain unfairly from the government managing the economics of the
country.

Forms of Government Analogy:
Autocracy is to rule by one as democracy is to _____________________.
_______________________ is to __________________ as ___________________ is to _________________.
_______________________ is to __________________ as ___________________ is to _________________.
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3.1 Review Questions
The scenario below describes a government decision. Based on the scenario, which form of government is taking
action?
A self-appointed council amend the country’s constitution.
A. Dictatorship
B. Monarcy
C. Oligarchy
D. Republic
1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.

2. What is the question asking you to do?

3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.

What do a republic and a direct democracy have in common?
A. Rule by a single political party
B. Rule by the people
C. A small group of leaders
D. A single leader

1. Write at least two key words from the question and answer choices that help you answer the question.

2. What is the question asking you to do?

3. Eliminate one incorrect answer choice and explain why you believe it is wrong.

4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
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Systems of Government
Level

Student Task

4

3

SS.7.C.3.2 Compare parliamentary, federal, confederal, and unitary systems of government.

2

1

With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the content

As you analyze the 3 diagrams with your partner(s), record your observations
below.
Arrows

Circles

Diagram #1

Diagram #2

Diagram #3
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What I think this
means

Distribution of Power
Directions: As you read, highlight or mark sentences or phrases that help define the following terms: federal system,
unitary system, parliamentary system, and confederal system.
Effective government in any form requires a method for distributing authority, or power, within the country.

Federal Systems. Large and diverse countries often have a federal system of government where power is “layered”
or shared among different levels. The United States government is an example of a federal system. There is a central
government with an executive branch, legislative branch and judicial branch. The head of the executive branch is the
president. There are also state governments with executive, legislative and judicial branches. The head of the
executive branch of a state government is the governor. The state legislatures pass laws having to do with state
affairs; the state executive carries them out; and state judiciaries interpret them.
Federal systems also include independent local governments such as county governments and city governments. The
citizens elect many of the public officials in counties and cities.
Unitary Systems. In countries with a similar population and with a common tradition, language, and sense of
national history, the central governments may not be federal but unitary. With a unitary system, government power is
held at the center and the central, or national, government performs all of the governmental functions. Local
governments within this system manage issues within their area, but their powers are determined and assigned by the
national government. The national government has the ability to tax and major lawmaking powers rest almost
entirely with the national government.
Parliamentary Systems. In a parliamentary system, the government power lies with the legislative body and the
leader of the country is part of the legislature. Citizens elect leaders indirectly through political parties. In these
types of elections, citizens vote for the political party of their choice, and the party chooses who will represent that
party in the government. In parliamentary systems, the percentage of the vote received by any party determines how
much representation that party will have in the legislature. In Israel, for example, any political party that earns at
least 2% of the vote will earn at least one seat in Israel’s national legislature (the Knesset). In parliamentary
systems, the prime minister is the head of state (government). Some parliamentary systems elect their prime minister
through an election by the legislature while other parliamentary systems hold an election by the citizens.
Confederations. Independent states sometimes join together to create a type of central government known as a
confederation. The central government only exists to provide specific services that are determined by the
independent members. The central government of a confederation is the weakest of all of the government systems.
Member states in a confederation maintain their own individual power and delegate to the central government only
those powers that are essential for its maintenance. The individual states or countries making up the confederations
have the power to tax and make their own laws. The central government serves as a coordinator to protect the
interests of all its members. It also represents the confederation in matters with outside governments, but its actions
are reviewed and approved by the states.
No modern nation is organized as a confederation, yet some international organizations, such as the United Nations
(UN) and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) function as confederations.
Adapted from: http://www.scholastic.com/browse/subarticle.jsp?id=1697
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Comparing Systems of Government Graphic Organizer
Directions: 1. Read and underline/highlight the “Distribution of Power” text to help you understand the unique characteristics of the four systems of government.
2. Referring to the text , use the information in the Comparing Systems of Government Pattern Puzzles handout to correctly record the definitions and descriptions
of distribution of power for each of the four systems of government.
3. Using the diagrams and examples provided, correctly match and record the diagram that matches each system of government.

Federal

Unitary

Definition

Distribution
of Power

Visual and
Example
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Parliamentary

Confederal

This page left intentionally blank
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Systems of Government Pattern Puzzle Pieces
Cut out the pieces below to fit into the Systems of Government Graphic Organizer where they fit best.

Power is held by the central
government which performs all
government functions. State and
local governments are assigned or
delegated powers by the central
government.

The legislature has the power; the
leader of the country (usually called
prime minister) is a member of the
legislature and is chosen by the
legislature (not directly by voters).

Power is held by the independent
states, which are loosely joined
together. The central government
is weak, having little or no
power. The central government
gets its powers from the
independent states.
A system of government where
power is shared between a
central government and states.

Power is distributed or layered
among different levels. The
central, state and local
governments have their own
powers.

A system of government where
almost all of the power is located
with the central government.

A system of government where
power is located with the
independent states and there is
little or no power in the central
government.

A system of government where
power lies with the legislative
body and the leader of the
country is a part of the
legislature.
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Systems of Government Scenarios
Directions: Read each scenario and decide if a confederal, federal, parliamentary, or unitary system is being described. Write the system in the second row. In
the third row, list words or phrases you used to make your decision.
Scenarios

Argentina’s government has an
elected president, National
Congress and Supreme Court.
Argentina also has provinces, or
states, that have their own
constitutions and executive,
legislative, and judicial
branches. The central
government and provinces
share power in Argentina.

The European Union is a
partnership between 27
European countries.
Everything that happens
between partner countries is
based on treaties that are
voluntarily agreed upon by all
members.

In New Zealand the
government is centered around
the legislature and prime
minister. The prime minister is
the leader of the political party
that has the majority of seats in
the legislature. All members of
the prime minister’s cabinet
must be members of the
legislature.

What type of system
is being described?
List the evidence you
used from the text to
answer the question.
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Japan’s government is
organized with a strong,
central government,
comprised of a legislative
branch called the Diet and an
executive branch led by a
prime minister and ministers
of state. In Japan there are 47
prefectures, or states,
however the prefectures are
not independent and rely on
the central government for
funding.

3.2 Review Questions
Which government system gives states the most power?
A. Confederal
B. Federal
C. Parliamentary
D. Unitary

1.Underline at least two key terms from the question or answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate two incorrect answer choices and explain why you believe it is wrong-inside the question box.
4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion-inside the question box.

The table below shows a comparison of two different systems of government.
COMPARISON OF FEDERAL AND UNITARY SYSTEMS OF GOVERNMENT
Federal System
Unitary System
Canada and the United States
France and the United Kingdom
?
?
Which information completes the table?
A. Power shared; power delegated
B. Rule by a democracy; rule by a monarchy
C. Role of government expanded; role of government limited
D. Power divided among the branches; power held by one branch

1. Underline at least two key terms from the question or answer choices that help you answer the question.
2. What is the question asking you to do?
3. Eliminate two incorrect answer choices and explain why you believe it is wrong-inside the question box.
4. Circle the correct answer choice and explain how you arrived at this conclusion-inside the question box.
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